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Measuring saddle positions 

The standard method is to measure height from the ground and off-set of the saddle nose from the 

centre line of the bottom bracket. This works well on a single bike or between different bikes if their 

saddles and the distance from the bottom bracket to the ground are identical.  

This method can become inconsistent when comparing saddle positions between bikes with different 

frames and saddles of different types, because the “sit bones” will end up at different distances from 

the nose of the saddles. I have five bikes that I use, and each has a different frame and a different style 

of saddle.  

This is the method that I use to get the same reference position on my bikes. I measure the distance 

from the centre of the bottom bracket to the part of the saddle where the back of my backside ends up, 

(let’s call that the “sit bone reference point”) established by dropping a vertical line from the rear most 

point, and the offset from that point to the centre line of the bottom bracket. My “sit bones” will be 

forward of the “sit bone reference point” by a consistent amount for a given hip angle.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                              

back-side. You can use a straight edge / ruler or a hard-back book as an approximation for this 

measurement if on your own. What you are creating with this method is a virtual right-angled triangle, 

with the right-angle being out in front of the saddle and the hypotenuse being the longest side, between 

the centre of the bottom bracket and the “sit bone reference point”. If we designate the angle at the 

bottom bracket as the angle in question, then the other measurement we use is known as the opposite 

side. For completeness, the vertical side is known as the adjacent side. This is the most consistent 

measurement method I have found to date ….. EndsEnds 

 

The “sit bones” will be slightly closer to the reference point if I close my hip 

angle. That might be different for others, however, this method is the closest 

I can get to measuring where my “sit-bones” end up on the saddle without 

resorting to using pressure pads, which, surprisingly, I don’t have a set of at 

home. 

I started using this method to set-up my turbo bike (old low-end Pinarello 

aluminium frame with Adamo Road saddle) to the same geometry as my 

time trial bike (P3C with Dash-7 saddle), but I now use it across all my bikes. 

I’m mostly into time trials so I tend to want all my bikes back-ends set up the 

same. I might go with a slightly higher saddle on my road bikes and a slightly 

lower saddle on my off-road bike, but I use this method to get a starting 

saddle position. 

In terms of technique you can use a plum-bob to establish the verticals. It 

helps to have the bike on a bike stand or mounted on a turbo when doing 

this. Just make sure that the bike is level, as it would be on the road. You 

might need the help of a trusted friend to drop the vertical behind the  


